Socket fit is vital to the comfort,
suspension, control and acceptance
of a lower extremity prosthesis.

Symphonie Aqua Pad
HYDROSTATIC
TOTAL SURFACE WEIGHT BEARING
INDIVIDUAL

The New Symphonie Aqua Pad is designed for consistent
and precise casting of knee disarticulations, partial foot
and symes amputations. It can be used alone or in
conjunction with the Symphonie Aqua System.
The Aqua Pad's hydrostatic membrane distributes
body weight uniformly, capturing a precise impression
of all anatomical contours.
The accuracy of the impression allows the
practitioner to create a socket that will accommodate
pressure sensitive areas.
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Precision Prosthetic Solutions

Consistently give your patients
comfortable, well fitting sockets while
significantly reducing/eliminating the
need for cast modifications
and multiple check socket fittings.
Socket fit is vital to the comfort, suspension, control, and
acceptance of a lower extremity prosthesis. The biggest
challenge for the practitioner is to consistently and
accurately capture limb contours and tissue displacement
as they would be under load .With traditional, non-weight
bearing casting methods, it is impossible to accurately
capture a limb under weight bearing conditions exactly as
they would be inside a prosthetic socket.
While casting with the Symphonie Aqua System, optimal
hydrostatic pressure is applied to the limb while in full
weight bearing. The individual’s body weight and tissue
contours under weight bearing
can then transfer perfectly and

Let’s Sum Up the Advantages...
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For further inquiries and orders,
please contact
Cypress Adaptive, LLC.

the casting process also provides

• Consistently and efficiently capture an accurate impression of
limb exactly as it would be under weight bearing conditions

excellent proprioceptive feedback

• Know about sensitive and problem areas before socket is created.

to the patient who can then give the
practitioner valuable information
concerning bony and sensitive
parts of the limb before the socket is made.

• Facilitate maximal clinical efficiency by reducing or eliminating
the need for cast modifications and multiple check socket fittings.
• Increase patient satisfaction via increased comfort and faster
functional progression.

Precision Prosthetic Solutions

visit: www.cypressadaptive.com

e-mail: info@cypressadaptive.com
Phone: 888-715-8003

